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JAPANESE INFLUENCES

M A K I N G WAV E S

From top left: Tsukroi by Kazuyo Komoda for Maruyoshi Kosaka, €110, handsondesign.it; Hamon
(Ripple), £200, Naku To (Weeping Tower), £570, robandersonmetal.co.uk; Nightsky Kintsugi Vessel,
£137, reikokaneko.co.uk; Purchase a New Kintsugi Repair Kit by Humade and rather than throwing
broken crockery away, create something beautiful to keep - like this. £25, designmuseumshop.com

Paper Palettes
Washi is traditional Japanese paper, the
word literally combining ‘wa’ meaning
is made from the fibre of local Japanese
trees which are processed by hand and
is therefore generally more robust than
ordinary paper because it incorporates
is conducted in winter as pure and cold
running water is essential to inhibiting
bacteria and the decomposition of the
this tougher paper, used in traditional
Japanese crafts like origami, also make

the British Museum; Maarten Baas photography by Maarten van Houten

Time & Ceremony

Much of Japanese design is steeped
in tradition, fusing local materials
and ancient craftsmanship. We take
careful note of the finest highlights.

ZEN LIFESTYLE

From left: A beautiful teapot such as this will transform drinking a simple cup of tea into an occasion.
Copper kettle by Yumi Nakamura, ¥50,000; Create a stunning table setting with the Round L platter,
¥31,000, Plate S, ¥6,500, Spoon, ¥3,800, all by Kanehan; Brass lamp by Kanehen, ¥14,000. All from
analoguelife.com. Kyoto wooden hooks in natural or black are small yet striking, from €32, bolia.com

Clockwise, from top left: Pompeii scorched timber and brass side table, £199, swooneditions.com; The
Burnt Wood wallpaper by Piet Hein Eek will make a particularly dramatic backdrop. 48.7cm x 10m, £175,
roseandgrey.co.uk; Smoke Thonet chair, price upon request, maartenbaas.com; Scorched Shake cabinet
by Sebastian Cox, £4,600, thenewcraftsmen.com; This imposing black bed in recycled teak from Muubs,
€1,883, is well-suited to a warehouse home or modern rustic residence. It’s dressed here with an Indigo

